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ABSTRACT
Objective: To explore the correlation between clinical factors and the prognosis of multiple myeloma (MM).
Study Design: A cohort study.
Place and Duration of Study:  At  the Third Affiliated Hospital  of  Inner  Mongolia  Medical  University,  Mongolia  from January 2014 to
December 2018.
Methodology: The clinical data of 81 patients with newly diagnosed MM were collected retrospectively. The correlation of prognosis
with immunophenotype and (FISH) Fluorescence in situ hybridization was subjected to univariate and multivariate analyses. Overall and
progression-free survival was determined.
Results: The overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) of patients with CD200+, CD81+, and CD27– were significantly
shortened. CD200+ and CD27– were independent prognostic factors for OS and PFS in MM patients. The prognosis-related abnormal
genes  were  analyzed,  and  univariate  analysis  revealed  that  OS  and  PFS  were  significantly  shortened  in  patients  with  RB-1  deletion,
CDKN2C deletion, and IGH rearrangement. CDKN2C deletion was an independent prognostic factor for OS and PFS in MM patients.
Conclusion: CDKN2C deletion is an independent prognostic factor of MM. CD200+ is an independent risk factor for poor prognosis of MM.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a clonal B-cell disease, and its patho-
genesis is due to the uncontrolled and destructive growth of
abnormal plasma cells that accumulate in the bone marrow.1,2

Approximately 20,000 new patients are diagnosed in the United
States and Europe each year. There is no cure for MM;3,4 there-
fore, one needs to continually evaluate the prognosis of MM
patients to understand the progress of the disease. This can
help  in  providing  accurate  and  holistic  treatment  to  help
prolong the survival of the patients.

Various studies have reported inconsistent prognostic factors
of MM.5 Prognosis was evaluated through the Durie-Salmon (D-
S) staging system (based on serum or urinary protein content,
hemoglobin, blood calcium, serum creatinine, severity of bone
destruction,  and renal  function  index)  and the  International
Staging System (ISS) (based on β2-microglobulin and serum
albumin levels).
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In this era of new diagnostic methods, studies have revealed that
cytogenetics can provide prognostic factors independent of ISS.
Therefore, ISS was revised to become the Revised International
Staging System (R-ISS) by combining ISS staging, cytogenetics,
and lactate dehydrogenase. This new staging can better deter-
mine an outcome, and some cytogenetic abnormalities have
been  incorporated  into  prognostic  stratification.6  In  addition,
flow cytometry provides an important basis for the diagnosis and
immunophenotypic analysis of MM and improves its diagnostic
level, playing a guiding role in the treatment and prognosis of MM
patients.7

To better understand the prognostic factors of MM patients, the
present study analyzed the clinical data of 81 newly diagnosed
MM patients from our hospital. The prognostic factors of flow cyto-
metric immunophenotype and fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) were evaluated for the diagnosis, treatment, and prog-
nosis of MM patients.

METHODOLOGY
The clinical data (general clinical data, laboratory tests, and prog-
nostic factor analyses) were retrospectively collected from 81
patients with MM diagnosed between January 2014 to December
2018 at Medical College of Inner Mongolia Medical University
Mongolia. The diagnoses of the selected patients were made
according to the criteria outlined by the National Comprehensive
Cancer  Network  of  the  United  States  and  the  International
Myeloma Working Group.8 Solitary plasmacytoma and primary
plasmacytic leukemia were excluded.
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Table I: The relationship between abnormal immunophenotype and OS, PFS.

Immunophenotype N
OS PFS

Median (M) Mean value (M) p-value Median (M) Mean value (M) p-value
CD200    0.005   0.002
Positive 17 42 29.84  32 25.65  
Negative 30 43 45.37  38 40.5  
CD27    <0.001   <0.001
Positive 15 18 19.64  18 19.64  
Negative 32 42 44.35  38 38.81  
CD81    0.012   0.001
Positive 13 32 29.71  32 25.69  
Negative 34 42 44.47  38 42.55  

Table II: The relationship between FISH detection of abnormal genes and OS, PFS

Abnormal gene N
OS PFS

Median (M) Mean value (M) p-value Median (M) Mean value (M) p-value
RB-1 deletion    0.027   0.033
Positive 19 27 28.81  27 26.04  
Negative 22 43 37  38 34.14  
CDKN2C deletion    <0.001   <0.001
Positive 14 21 23.54  21 22.26  
Negative 27 43 43.6  38 38  
IGH re-arrangement    0.021   0.001
Positive 9 21 22.39  21 20.11  
Negative 32 42 35.57  38 32.37  

Cytogenetics, including FISH, routine chromosomes, and flow
cytometric  immunophenotypes  of  newly  diagnosed  MM
patients,  were  collected,  and  the  findings  were  sent  to  the
Hematological Hospital of Medical Sciences (Xiehe, Huamei,
China).  Study  subjects  were  staged  by  the  D-S  staging
system, ISS, and R-ISS.6 Follow-up and data collection of MM
patients  from  the  time  of  definitive  diagnosis  until
September 2018, were gathered by case review, telephone
calls, and outpatient follow-up.

All data were analysed using the statistical software SPSS
21.0. Progression-free survival (PFS) was defined as the dura-
tion from the start of treatment to the progression of the
disease  or  patient  death.  The  events  analysed  for  PFS
included disease progression,  relapse,  and patient  death.
Overall  survival  (OS) analysis was only used where there
was a patient death; it was defined as the duration from diag-
nosis  to  the  patient’s  death.  Qualitative  variables  were
expressed as frequencies and percentages, and quantitative
variables were expressed as medians and range. Kaplan-
Meier  method  was  used  for  survival  analysis,  and  the
survival rate curve was drawn. Log-rank test was used for
univariate prognostic analysis. Multivariate prognostic anal-
ysis was conducted using the Cox hazard regression model.
P <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Of the 81 MM patients, 45 (55.56%) patients were males, and
36  (44.44%)  were  females,  with  a  male-to-female  ratio  of
1.24:1. The median age was 71 years (44 to 87 years old).
Among these patients, 40 patients (49.4%) were younger than
70 years, and 41 (50.6%) were older.

The proportions of immunoglobulin G type and immunoglob-
ulin A type were relatively high 32.1% (26 patients) and 30.9%
(25 patients),  respectively.  Eighteen  patients  (22.2%)  were
light-chain type, seven patients (8.6%) were immunoglobulin D
type, and five patients (6.2%) were the non-secretory type.

D-S staging was performed on 81 MM patients: four patients
(4.9%) were at stage I-A; 21 patients (25.9%) were at stage II-
A; three patients (3.7%) were at stage II-B; 39 patients (48.1%)
were at stage III-A; and 14 patients (17.3%) were at stage III-B.
The majority of MM patients were at stage III and had normal
renal function, and no MM patients were found at stage I-B. Of
the 81 MM patients,  the majority (37 [45.7%]) were at ISS
stage III; 26 patients (32.1%) were at stage II, and 18 patients
(22.2%)  were  at  stage  I.  Of  the  81  MM patients,  44  MM
patients  could  be  staged  using  the  R-ISS  staging  system.
Among these patients, 6 (14.6%) were at stage I, 11 (26.8%)
were at stage II, and 27 (65.9%) were at stage III. The propor-
tion of patients at stage III in the R-ISS staging system was
higher than that in the ISS staging system.
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Figure 1: Effects of CD81+ and RB-1 deletion on OS in MM patients.

Flow cytometry was performed in 47 of the 81 newly diag-
nosed  patients,  and  their  abnormal  detection  rate  was
100%. Phenotypes and proportions: CD38+ was detected in
47 patients (100%); CD138+ was detected in 44 patients
(94.7%);  CD56+  was  detected  in  24  patients  (51.1%);
CD117+ was detected in 23 patients (48.9%); CD200+ was
detected in 17 patients (36.2%); CD27+ was detected in 14
patients  (29.8%);  CD20+  was  detected  in  13  patients
(27.7%);  CD81+  was  detected  in  13  patients  (27.7%);
CD10+ was detected in four patients (8.5%); CD14+ was
detected in three patients (6.4%); CD16+ was detected in
three  patients  (6.4%);  and  CD33+  was  detected  in  two
patients (4.3%).

Of the 81 newly diagnosed MM patients, routine chromosome
detection was performed in 41 patients. In four patients, clea-
vage was not found. In the detection reports of 37 patients,
normal karyotype was detected in 28 patients (75.7%), and
abnormal karyotype was detected in nine patients (24.3%).

Figure 2: Effects of CD200+, CD81+, IGH rearrangement and CDKN2C
deletion on PFS in MM patients.
 
FISH was performed in 41 of the 81 patients in the study,
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and abnormalities were detected in 30 patients (73.2%). The
abnormal genes and detection rate were IGH/FGFR3 fusion
gene, 7.3% (three patients); CCND1/IGH fusion gene, 14.6%
(six  patients);  RB-1 deletion,  46.3% (19 patients);  CKS1B
amplification, 41.4% (17 patients); TP53 deletion, 29.3% (12
patients); CDKN2C deletion, 34.1% (14 patients); and IGH
rearrangement, 21.9% (nine patients).

Forty-seven  patients  with  complete  flow  cytometry  were
analysed for prognostic factors. The results revealed that the
groups with CD200, CD27, and CD81 had similar lengths of
OS (p = 0.005, <0.001, and 0.012, respectively) and PFS (p
= 0.002, <0.001, and 0.001, respectively); the OS and PFS
were  significantly  shortened  in  patients  with  CD200+,
CD27–,  and  CD81  (Table  I,  Figures  1  and  2).

Forty-one patients with complete FISH detection were anal-
ysed for  prognostic  factors.  The results  showed that  the
groups with RB-1 deletion, CDKN2C deletion, and IGH rear-
rangement  had  similar  OS  survival  times  (p  =  0.027,
<0.001,  and  0.021,  respectively)  and  PFS  (p  =  0.033,
<0.001,  and  0.001,  respectively);  the  OS  and  PFS  were
significantly  shortened  in  patients  with  RB-1  deletion,
CDKN2C deletion, and IGH rearrangement (Table II, Figures 1
and 2).

OS  and  PFS  indexes  from the  univariate  analysis  of  47
patients  with  complete  flow  cytometry,  including  CD200,
CD81, and CD27, were analysed using the Cox proportional
hazards regression model. The results showed that CD200+
and CD27– were independent prognostic factors for OS (p =
0.033 and 0.009, respectively),  and CD200+, CD27–, and
CD81 were  independent  prognostic  factors  for  PFS  (p  =
0.005, 0.035, and 0.033).

Indices associated with OS and PFS from the univariate anal-
ysis of 41 patients with complete FISH detection, including
RB-1 deletion,  CDKN2C deletion,  and IGH rearrangement,
were analysed using the Cox proportional hazards regression
model. The results revealed that CDKN2C deletion was an
independent prognostic factor for OS (p = 0.023) and PFS (p
= 0.026) in MM patients.

DISCUSSION

MM  has  complex  pathogenesis  and  prognostic  factors,
including  the  effects  of  changes  in  endocrine,  vascular,
genetic,  and metabolic factors.  However,  cellular immune
markers, heredity, and gene status are essential in MM.9

CD200 is a transmembrane glycoprotein and plays a role in
immune regulation and tolerance. It is expressed in many
cell types and highly expressed in B-cell malignant tumors
and acute myeloid leukemia.10 Oltenau et al. confirmed that
CD200  was  also  highly  expressed  in  human  myeloma
samples.11  Moreaux et al.  studied the correlation between
the mRNA expression of CD200 and the decrease in survival
time (14 or 24 months) in MM patients;12 CD200 expression

was a poor prognostic factor for MM.

Wang et al.  showed that the clinical characteristics of MM
patients with CD27– and CD27+ were not significantly related
to genetic abnormalities.13 The results suggest that the prog-
nosis of CD27– patients is less favorable than that of CD27+
patients. However, the number of cases in the present study
was relatively small; therefore, the prognostic evaluation of
CD27  needs  further  study.  CD56,  CD20,  and  CD117  are
expressed in abnormal plasma cells, and other studies have
analysed their prognostic value, indicating that CD56+ and
CD117+  were  useful  prognostic  markers,  while  CD20
revealed disease progression and was an indicator of poor
prognosis.14 In the present study, univariate analysis of CD56,
CD20, and CD117 was performed. The results need to be
verified  by  further  research.  However,  a  study  reported  that
the prognosis of newly diagnosed MM patients with CD19+
CD81+ was poorer than that of newly diagnosed MM patients
with CD19– CD81–.15 In the present study, the detection rates
of CD38+ and CD138+ were 100% and 94.7%, respectively,
which aligns with the results reported in the literature.

When an autosomal examination is performed in MM patients,
because FISH detection is not restricted by other factors in
the separation of plasma cells,16 the abnormal detection rate
was 73.1% in the present study, which is similar to the results
by Wu.17 RB-1 gene deletion, caused by complete or partial
deletion of chromosome 13, is a common chromosomal abnor-
mality in MM, can be detected in 40% of MM patients,18 and is
an important prognostic factor for early detection. A study
revealed that it was not an independent prognostic factor,
and its poor prognosis was primarily correlated to the combi-
nation of 17P–, t (4; 16) and t (14; 16) and other unfavourable
prognostic  factors.19  The  translocation  or  deletion  affecting
14q32 induces IGH rearrangement. For chromosome 14q32
translocation,  the  most  common changes  were  t  (11;  14)
(q13; q32), t (4; 14) (p16; q32), and t (14; 16) (q32; q32)
translocations, and the fusion genes formed were CCND1/IGH,
IGH/FGFR3, and IGH/MAF. In the present study, the IGH/MAF
fusion gene was not detected in any MM patients, and the
remaining abnormal genes were analysed by univariate anal-
ysis.  The  results  demonstrated  that  RB-1  gene  deletion,
CDKN2C gene deletion, and IGH rearrangement were factors
predicting a poor  prognosis.  Multivariate analysis  revealed
that: CDKN2C gene deletion was an independent risk factor
for an unfavorable prognosis of MM. There are few Chinese
studies on CDKN2C gene deletion caused by a 1p32 deletion,
and research is still needed.

CONCLUSION

CD200+ is an independent risk factor for poor prognosis of
MM. CDKN2C deletion is an independent prognostic factor of
MM patients.  For  confirmation  of  these  findings  and  further
analysis of prognostic factors of MM, a larger sample size
and multi-centre data analysis are needed.
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